The classical persistence algorithm virtually computes the unique decomposition of a persistence module implicitly given by an input simplicial filtration. Based on matrix reduction, this algorithm is a cornerstone of the emergent area of topological data analysis. Its input is a simplicial filtration defined over integers Z giving rise to a 1-parameter persistence module. It has been recognized that multi-parameter version of persistence modules given by simplicial filtrations over d-dimensional integer grids Z d is equally or perhaps more important in data science applications. However, in the multi-parameter setting, one of the main bottlenecks is that topological summaries such as barcodes and distances among them cannot be as efficiently computed as in the 1-parameter case because there is no known generalization of the persistence algorithm for computing the decomposition of multi-parameter persistence modules. The Meataxe algorithm, the only known one for computing such a decomposition runs inÕ(n 6(d+1) ) time where n is the size of input module. We present for the first time a generalization of the persistence algorithm based on a generalized matrix reduction technique that runs in O(n 2ω ) time where ω < 2.373 is the exponent for matrix multiplication. We also present an O(n d+1 ) algorithm to convert the input filtration to a suitable matrix called presentation matrix which is ultimately decomposed. Various structural and computational results connecting the graded modules from commutative algebra to matrix reductions are established through the course.
Introduction
The persistence algorithm [26] and its algebraic formulation afterward [48] seeded the area called topological data analysis (TDA) that is addressing various problems in data science [10, 12, 19, 28, 38, 39, 42, 44, 45, 47] . This original persistence algorithm works on an input simplicial filtration defined over one parameter taking values in Z (or R). Although the concept of persistence has been extended to multi-parameter setting from various angles, there has been no true extension of the classical persistence algorithm to this setting. To elaborate, the classical algorithm of Edelsbrunner et al. [26] provides a unique decomposition of the 1-parameter persistence module implicitly generated by an input simplicial filtration. For a multi-parameter persistence module over a grid Z d implicitly given by an input multi-parameter finite simplicial filtration, there is no known extension of the classical algorithm that can compute the indecomposables guaranteed by the Krull-Schmidt theorem [2] .
There is only one known approach based on group decomposition and implemented by the so called Meataxe algorithm that can decompose a given persistence module. It expects the input module M to be given as a matrix in k D×D with entries in a field k, where D is the total dimension, that is, the sum of the dimensions of vector spaces at each point of Z d which constitutes M . In general, this might be quite large and even infinite. It is not clear what is the most efficient way to transform an input simplicial filtration to a representation matrix required by the Meataxe algorithm. A naive approach requires an infinitely large matrix. It is known that Meataxe algorithm takes O(D 6 log q) time [30] where the field k is chosen to be F q . Even with bounded grids that remove some redundant vector spaces, in the worst-case, with n being the total number of simplices in input filtration, one has to consider O( n d ) = O(n d ) grid points in Z d each with a vector space of dimension O(n). This means that D can be O(n d ) in the worst-case giving a worst-case time complexity of O(n 6(d+1) log q). Even allowing approximation, the algorithm [31] runs in at least O(n 3(d+1) log q) time (or O(n 4(d+1) log q) as conjectured in [30] because of some special cases mentioned in [31] ).
In our view, the matrix representation theory used in the Meataxe algorithm is not efficient because it treats a module as a collection of vector spaces with the ring acting on them. This action is implemented with a huge matrix multiplication over matrices in k D×D . But, in fact, the module has more structure than its component vector spaces. Especially in our case, under suitable finiteness condition [21] , a persistence (homology) module is indeed a finitely presented graded module over multivariate polynomial ring R = {k[t 1 , · · · , t d ]}, which was first recognized by Carlsson et al. [14, 15] and further studied by Lesnick et al. [33, 35] . The graded module structure studied in algebraic geometry and commutative algebra [27, 37] encodes a lot of information and compresses the space leading to an improved time complexity. A matrix presentation taking matrices in k[t 1 , · · · , t d ] n×n is a more efficient way to encode the information of the module since it allows the entries in the matrix to be a polynomial instead of just a scaler value in k ⊆ k[t 1 , · · · , t d ]. It fits well with the assumption that simplicial complexes as a filtraton are input to our algorithm. By applying an equivalence trick, we can transfrom the operations on the matrix in k[t 1 , · · · , t d ] n×n to constrained operations on a matrix in F n×n 2 = {0, 1} n×n . Then, the original decomposition problem reduces to what we call constrained matrix reduction problem for which we propose an efficient algorithm with time complexity O(n 2ω ) where ω < 2.373 is the matrix multiplication exponent. This constrained matrix reduction algorithm can be viewed as a generalization of the traditional persistence algorithm.
One of the main advantages we get by viewing persistence modules as graded modules is that they accommodate a finite presentation. For a graded module M , a finite presentation is a R-linear map between two finitely generated free graded R-modules whose cokernel is M (See more details in Section 2.1). We observe that a decomposition of a presentation for a persistence module M provides a decomposition of M . Therefore, toward the goal of computing the indecomposables for a persistence module M from its input simplicial filtration, we first propose a strategy to construct a presentation of M as a matrix from the filtration and then compute its decomposition with a constrained matrix reduction algorithm. It turns out that for d-parameter case, the time complexity for computing presentation is O(n d+1 ). Therefore, combining the costs for computing presentations and their decomposition, the time complexity of our algorithm becomes O(n 2ω + n d+1 ) which is much better than the time complexity O(n 6(d+1) log q) of the Meataxe algorithm.
As a generalization of the traditional persistence algorithm, it is expected that our algorithm can be interpreted as computing invariants such as persistence diagrams [20] or barcodes [48] . A roadblock to this goal is that d-parameter persistence modules do not have complete discrete invariants for d ≥ 2 [15, 33] . Consequently, one needs to invent other invariants suitable for multi-parameter persistence modules. A natural way to generalize the invariant in traditional persistent homology would be to consider the decomposition and take the discrete invariants in each indecomposable component. This gives us invariants which are no longer complete but still contain rich information.
We offer two interpretations of the output of our algorithm as two different invariants: persistent graded betti numbers as a generalization of persistence diagrams and blockcodes as a generalization of barcodes. The persistent graded betti numbers are linked to the graded betti numbers studied in commutative algebra, which is first introduced in TDA by Lesnick [33] . By constructing the free resolution of a persistence module, we can compute its graded betti numbers and then decompose them according to each indecomposable module, which results into the presistent graded betti numbers. For each indecomposable, we apply dimension function [24] , which is also studied as Hilbert function in commutative algebra to summarize the graded betti numbers for each indecomposalbe module. This constitutes a blockcode for indecomposable module of the persistence module. The blockcode is a good vehicle for visualizing lower dimensional persistence modules such as 2-or 3-parameter persistence modules.
Other related work
Since it is known that there is no complete invariants for multi-parameter persistence, researchers have proposed various reasonable summaries that can be computed in practice. Among them the rank invariants proposed by Carlsson et al. [14, 15] is a popular one. Cerri et al. propose persistent betti number [17] for the purpose of approximating matching distance for multi-parameter persistence modules. Lesnick and Wright propose fibered betti number in [34, 35] as an interactive vehicle to visualize the one-paramter projection of biparamter persistence modules.
Another related line of work focuses on defining distances and their stabilities in the space of multi-parameter persistence modules. The interleaving distance [3, 4, 7, 33] , and multi-matching distance [16] are some of the work to mention a few. The relation between interleaving distance and bottleneck distance is studied in [7, 8, 11] . On the computational front, Dey and Xin showed that the bottleneck distance can be computed in polynomial time for the special cases of interval decomposable modules [24] though the general problem is proved to be NP-hard [3, 4] . A recent work of Kerber et al. shows that the matching distance [32] can be computed efficiently in polynomial time.
Persistence modules and presentations
We first present some preliminary concepts from commutative algebra that lay the foundation of this work. Mainly, we need the concept of graded modules because as in [15] we treat the familiar persistence modules in topological data analysis as graded modules. Let R = k[t 1 , · · · , t d ] be the d-variate Polynomial ring for some d ∈ Z + with k being a field.
Another interpretation of graded module is that, for each u ∈ Z d , the action of
So, we can also describe a graded module equivalently as a collection of vectors spaces {M u } u∈Z d with a collection of linear maps {M u → M u+e i , ∀i, ∀u} and all admissible compositions of these linear maps. The commutative diagram in Figure 1 shows a graded module for d = 2, also called a bigraded module. A d-parameter persistence module is a graded R-module where the vector spaces M u are homology groups induced from a chain complex. It is called a persistence module because not only does it encode the information of homology groups at each grading component M u , but also presents birth and death of homological cycles through all admissible linear maps
Classical persistence modules arising from a filtration of a simplicial complex over Z is an example of a 1-parameter persistence module where the action t 1 · M u ⊆ M u+e 1 signifies the linear We call a persistence module M finitely generated if there exists a finite set of elements {g 1 , · · · , g n } ⊆ M such that each element m ∈ M can be written as a R-linear combination of these elements, i.e. m = n i=1 α i g i with α i ∈ R. We call this set {g i } a generating set of M . In this paper, we assume all modules are finitely generated. For finitely generated modules, always there exists a minimal generating set.
Definition 2.
A graded module morphism, called morphism in short, between two modules M and N is defined as a R-linear map f : M → N preserving grades:
Equivalently, it can also be described as a collection of linear maps {f u : M u → N u } which gives the following commutative diagram for each u and i:
Two graded modules M, N are isomorphic if there exist two morphisms f : M → N and g : N → M such that g • f and f • g are identity maps. We denote it as M N .
By the Krull-Schmidt theorem [2] , there exists an essentially unique (up to permutation and isomorphism) decomposition M M i with every M i being indecomposable. We call it the total decomposition of M .
We want to study the total decomposition of a persistence module arising from a simplicial filtration in the multi-parameter setting.
A (d-parameter) simplicial filtration is a family of simplicial complexes {X u } u∈Z d such that for each grade u ∈ Z d and each i = 1, · · · , d, X u ⊆ X u+e i . For example, Figure 2 shows two simplicial filtrations for d = 2. We will use these two examples throughout this paper for illustration of various concepts.
We obtain a simplicial chain complex C · (X u ) for each X u in this simplicial filtration. For each comparable pairs in the grading u ≤ v ∈ Z d , a family of inclusion maps C · (X u ) → C · (X v ) is induced by the canonical inclusion X u → X v giving rise to the following diagram: 
For each chain complex C · (X u ), we have the cycle spaces Z p (X u )'s and boundary spaces B p (X u )'s as kernels and images of boundary maps ∂ p 's respectively, and the homology group
In line with category theory we use the notations im , ker, coker for indicating both the modules of kernel, image, cokernel and the corresponding morphisms uniquely determined by their constructions 1 . We obtain the following commutative diagram:
In the language of graded modules, the family of chain complexes and (inclusion) linear maps
with the ring action determined by t i · C p (X u ) : C p (X u ) → C p (X u+e i ) for each i and u. That is, the ring R acts as the linear maps between pairs of vector spaces in C p (X · ) with comparable grades. It is not too hard to check that this C p (X · ) is indeed a graded module.
Definition 4. For a graded module M , define a shifted graded module M →u for some u ∈ Z d by requiring (M →u ) v = M v−u for each v. We say a graded module is free if it is isomorphic to j R j where each R j = R →u j for some u j ∈ Z d . We say this free module is generated by {e j }, denoted as j R j =< {e j } >, where e j indicates the multiplicative identity in R j . A minimal generating set of a free module is called a basis. The generating set {e i } is often referred as the standard basis of
To emphasize the shift of a module, we write e u j j := e j . For example, the free module R is generated by < e TDA, the filtration is often input with the condition that each simplex σ has a unique birth time, which means there exists a unique u ∈ Z d such that σ ∈ X v =⇒ v ≥ u. This condition, introduced in [15] called 1-critical condition, ensures that the induced C p (X · ) are all free modules. In what follows, we always assume the filtration is 1-critical. The multi-critical cases can be reduced to the 1-critical case by a technique introduced in [18] . Definition 5. We say an element m ∈ M is homogeneous if m ∈ M u for some u ∈ Z d . We denote gr(m) = u as the grade of such homogeneous element.
For example, in chain complex module C p (X · ), each p-chain in a chain space C p (X u ) is a homogeneous element with grade u. In this case, the family of linear maps
The kernel and image of a graded module morphism are also graded modules as submodules of domain and codomain respectively whereas the cokernel is a quotient module of the codomain. They can also be defined grade-wise in the expected way:
All the linear maps are naturally induced from the original linear maps in M and N . In our chain complex example, the kernel and image of the boundary morphism
is the family of cycle spaces Z p (X · ) and family of boundary spaces B p−1 (X · ) respectively with linear maps induced by inclusions. Also, from the inclusion induced morphism Z p (X · ) → B p−1 (X · ), we have the cokernel module H p (X · ), consisting of the homology groups H p (X u ). This is the persistence module we mentioned in the beginning of this section, which we will study.
In summary, we have graded modules of chain complexes and induced homology groups connected by maps and succinctly represented by the following diagram:
In what follows, we take the liberty of omitting X and p if they are clear from the context. Thus, we may denote Z p (X · ), B p (X · ), and H p (X · ) as Z, B and H respectively.
Presentation and its decomposition
A graded module hence a persistence module accommodates a description called its presentation that aids finding its decomposition. Definition 6. A presentation of a graded module H is given by a graded module morphism between two free graded modules f 1 :
Note that a presentation gives an exact sequence F 1 → F 0 H → 0 which is commonly referred as a free resolution of H in the literature. To reveal further details of a presentation of H, we recognize that it respects the following commutative diagram.
With this diagram being commutative, all maps in this diagram are essentially determined by the presentation map f 1 . We call the surjective map f 0 : F 0 → H generating map, and Y 1 = ker f 0 the 1 st syzygy module of H. We aim to describe a decomposition of H in terms of a decomposition of its presentation. Essentially, two equivalent morphisms can be viewed as the same morphism. Analogous to the decomposition of a module, we can also define a decomposition of a morphism.
For two morphisms f 1 :
satisfying univesal property which is essentially uniquely determined by f 1 and f 2 . Usually g is denoted as f 1 ⊕ f 2 . We denote a trivial module by bold 0, and a trivial morphism by 0.
We will see that this decomposition is essentially unique as Theorem 10 indicates.
From above properties, one can observe that a presentation of H is not unique, even when all equivalent morphisms are considered to be the same. For example, given f : F 1 → F 0 as a presentation of H, then f ⊕ 1 ⊕ 0, where 1 : R → R is the identity map between two free R-modules and 0 : R → 0 is the trivial morphism from R to trivial module 0, is still a presentation of H since coker(f ⊕ 1 ⊕ 0) = cokerf ⊕ coker1 ⊕ coker0 = H ⊕ 0 ⊕ 0 = H. Nevertheless, we can have an essentially unique minimal presentation f of H in the sense that all other presentation g of H is equivalent f ⊕ k 1 ⊕ l 0 for some k, l ≥ 0. More details about the construction and the properties of minimal presentation are described in Appendix A. Standard bases of F 1 and F 0 provide a matrix presentation [f 1 ] of H with entries in R. We call it a matrix presentation of H. An important property of a persistence module H is that a decomposition of its presentation f 1 corresponds to a decomposition of H itself. The decomposition of f 1 can be computed by diagonalizing its matrix presentation [f 1 ]. A diagonalization of a matrix A is an equivalent matrix A in the following form (see formal Definition 15 later):
All nonzero entries are in A i and we write A A i . It is not hard to see that for a map
With these definitions and the fact that persistence modules are graded modules, we have the following theorem that motivates our decomposition algorithm.
Theorem 10. There are 1-1 correspondences between the following three structures arising from the minimal presentation f 1 : F 1 → F 0 of a persistence module H, and its matrix presentation [f 1 ]:
The proof of Theorem 10 depends on the following lemma which immediately follows from Proposition 24 proved in Appendix A.
Lemma 11. Given a graded module M with a decomposition M M 1 ⊕ M 2 , let f be its minimal presentation, and g, h be the minimal presentations of M 1 , M 2 respectively, then f g ⊕ h.
Proof of Theorem 10. 2 ↔ 3 is obvious. We prove 1 ↔ 2.
(1 → 2) Given H H i with the minimal presentation f 1 of H: For each H i , there exists a minimal presentation f 1 i . By Lemma 11, we have f 1
It follows that the above two constructions together give the desired 1-1 correspondence.
Remark 12. From Theorem 10, we can see that there exists a unique total decomposition of a presentation of M which corresponds to the total decomposition of M .
Remark 13. Theorem 10 can be relaxed for any presentations instead of minimal ones because each presentation is equivalent to a direct sum of a collection of minimal presentations and trivial morphisms (0 or 1 morphism) with trivial cokernels. This means that those non-minimal presentations correspond to decomposition of M in addition to some other direct summand of trivial modules. For example, a non-minimal presentation f of M can be decomposed as f f * ⊕ 1 ⊕ 0 with f * being the minimal presentation of M . Then we have cokerf = coker(
If we generalize the idea of decomposition of modules with these trivial direct summands, then we still have the above 1-1 correspondences. In practice, we often start with a non-minimal presentation and we can still find the correct module decomposition due to the above arguments.
It follows from Theorem 10 that we have to address the following two algorithmic questions in order to compute a decomposition of a given persistence module H. 
Computing presentations
In practice, a persistence module is given implicitly with a simplicial filtration from which a graded module of simplicial chain complex can be inferred as we discussed before. With a fixed basis for each free module C p , a concrete matrix [∂ p ] for each boundary morphism ∂ p based on the chosen bases can be constructed.
With this input, we discuss our strategies for different cases that depend on two parameters, d, the number of parameters of filtration function, and p, the dimension of the homology groups in the persistence modules. We fixed the field k to be F 2 for convenience though the method applies to any field in general.
We introduce the following useful properties of graded modules which are used in the justifications later. They are similar to Proposition (1.3) in Chapter 6 of [22] . Fact 14. Let M be a persistence module.
1. Choosing a homogeneous element in M with grade u is equivalent to choosing a morphism R →u → M .
2. Choosing a set of homogeneous elements in M with grades u 1 , · · · , u n is equivalent to choosing a morphism
3. Choosing a generating set of M consisting of n homogeneous elements with grades u 1 , · · · , u n is equivalent to choosing a surjective morphism
4. If M R →u i is a free module, choosing a basis of M is equivalent to choosing an isomorphism R →u i → M .
Multi-parameter filtration, zero-dimensional homology
In this case p = 0 and d > 0. This special case corresponds to determining clusters in the multiparameter setting. Importance of clusters obtained by classical one-parameter persistence has already been recognized in the literature [13, 36] . Our algorithm computes such clusters in a multi-parameter setting. In this case, we obtain matrix presentation straightforwardly with the observation that the module Z 0 of cycle spaces coincides with the module C 0 of chain spaces.
• Presentation:
is given as part of the input.
Justification. For p = 0, the cycle module Z 0 = C 0 is a free module. So we have the free presentation of H as follows:
It is easy to check that ∂ 1 : C 1 → C 0 is a presentation of H 0 since both C 1 and C 0 are free modules. With standard basis of chain modules C p 's, we have a matrix presentation [∂ 1 ] as the valid input to our decomposition algorithm. , v
The subscripts b (blue), r (red), g (green) signify the colors of the generators (vertices and edges) in the picture. The presentation map, which is the boundary map ∂ 1 , can be written as a matrix:
For convenience, we introduce a compact description of a presentation f 1 : F 1 → F 0 of a module H. One can recognize that it is a generalization of the description of free modules such as chain modules C 0 and C 1 above. We write H =< g 1 , · · · , g n : s 1 , · · · , s m > where {g i } is a chosen basis of F 0 and {s j } is a chosen generating set of im f 1 ⊆ F 0 of F 0 . In example 3.1, we can write
3.2 2-parameter filtration, multi-dimensional homology
In this case, d = 2 and p ≥ 0. When d = 2, by Hilbert Syzygy Theorem [29] , the kernel of a morphism between two free graded modules is always free. This implies that the canonical surjective map Z p H p from free module Z p can be naturally chosen as a generating map in the presentation of H p . In this case we have:
where∂ p+1 is the induced map from the diagram:
] is constructed as follows:
1. Compute a basis G(Z p ) for the free module Z p where G(Z p ) is presented as a set of generators in the basis of C p . This can be done by an algorithm in [35] . Take G(Z p ) as the row basis of the matrix presentation [∂ p+1 ]. These columns provide the necessary presentation of c in the basis G(Z p ). This reduction can be done through the traditional persistent algorithm [25] .
Present im
Justification. Unlike p = 0 case, for p > 0, we just know Z p is a (proper) submodule of C p , which means that Z p is not necessarily equal to the free module C p . However, fortunately for d = 2, the module Z p is free, and we have an efficient algorithm to compute a basis of Z p as the kernel of the boundary map ∂ p : C p → C p−1 . Then, we can construct the following presentation of H p :
Here the∂ p+1 is an induced map from ∂ p+1 . With a fixed basis on Z p and standard basis of C p+1 , we rewrite the matrix presentation [∂ p+1 ] to get [∂ p+1 ], which constitutes a valid input to our decomposition algorithm.
Example 3.2. Consider the simplicial complex described on the right in Figure 2 . This is a hollow torus consisting of three empty triangles on three corners and each pair of triangles is connected by a hollow tunnel. This example is quite similar to the previous one in Example 3.1 if we view the red, blue, green triangles as three generators in the H 1 persistence module and three tunnels as relations connecting them. Then, we get an almost same presentation except that at grade (2, 2), the triangular torus introduces a new cycle which is different from any previous generators. For fixed bases of Z 1 and B 1 , we can build the matrix presentation of∂ 2 . After doing some basic reduction, it can be shown that this matrix presentation is equivalent to:
represent the three triangles at the corners and g
represents the new cycle generated by the torus; images of s
under∂ 2 represent the boundaries of three tunnels.
Multi-parameter filtration, multi-dimensional homology
In this case, p > 0 and d > 0. The issue is that now Z p is not free. So, it cannot be chosen as the 0th free module F 0 in the presentation of H p . In what follows, we drop the index p from all modules for simplicity. We propose the following procedure to construct the presentation of H p . Here we use lower indices for morphisms f 0 and f 1 between free modules in presentations instead of upper indices as in f 0 and f 1 in order to write the inverse f −1 i of a map f i more clearly.
• Presentation is constructed as follows:
1. Construct a minimal presentation of Z with 1 st syzygy module Y 1 :
2. With the short exact sequence B Z H π , construct the presentation of H:
where π • f 0 is the composition of surjective morphisms 
where im ∂ : C B is the canonical surjective map induced from boundary map ∂. And finally, the presentation map Justification. First, we take a presentation of Z,
Here Y 1 is the 1st syzygy module of Z. Combining it with the short exact sequence B → Z H, we have,
The mapf 0 = π • f 0 is a composition of surjections and thus is a surjection from a free module F 0 to H, which is a valid candidate for the 0th free module of a presentation of H. Observe that the 1st syzygy module of H, kerf 0 = ker(π • f 0 ) = f 
Now focus on the left vertical line of the above commutative diagram. We have a short exact sequence
By the horseshoe lemma (see lemma 2.2.8 in [46] for details), we can build the generating set of f −1 0 (B) as illustrated in the following diagram:
The left projection F 1 Y 1 comes from the previous presentation of Z. The C B is the image map induced from boundary map ∂ : C p+1 → C p . We take the direct sum of F 1 ⊕ C and the horseshoe lemma indicates that there exists a projection F 1 ⊕ C f So, now we have the solutions for all general cases. But, from the computational view point, the last case requires more computations for solving the problems of building Gröbner basis of Z and Y 1 which can be solved by the algorithms proposed by Skryzalin and Carlsson [43] that run in O(n d+1 ) where n is the number of simplicies.
The above construction of matrix presentation with Gröbner bases can be understood as follows. The issue caused by non-free Z is that, if we use the same presentation matrix as we did in the previous case with free Z, we may lose some relations coming from the inner relations of a generating set of Z. We fix this problem by adding these inner relations into our matrix presentation. Figure 3 shows a simple example of a filtration of simplicial complex whose persistence module H for p = 1 is a quotient module of non-free module Z. The module H is generated by three 1-cycles presented as g
. But when they appear together in (1, 1, 1) , there is a relation between these three: t 
Computing decomposition
We have observed that a total decomposition of a module can be achieved by computing a total decomposition of its presentation f . This in turn means a total diagonalization of the presentation matrix [f ] which is defined as follows.
Given a n×m matrix A = [A i,j ], with row indices Row(A) = {i} n i=1 and column indices Col(A) = {j} m j=1 , we say B = Row(B) × Col(B) ⊆ Row(A) × Col(A) with Row(B) ⊆ Row(A), Col(B) ⊆ Col(A) is an index block of A. We define a block of A as the matrix restricted to an index block B, i.e. [A i,j ] (i,j)∈B , denoted as A| B . We call B the index of the block A| B . For example, the ith row r i = A i, * = A| {i}×Col(A) and the jth column c j = A * ,j = A| Row(A)×{j} are both blocks with indices {i} × Col(A) and Row(A) × {j} respectively. We also write an index block B = Row(B) × Col(B) as the pair (Row(B), Col(B)).
A matrix can have multiple equivalent forms for the same morphism they represent. We use A ∼ A to denote the equivalent matrices. All of these equivalent matrices can be obtained from one another by admissible row and column operations (See Exercise 31 in Chapter 5 in [22] ). Borrowing ideas from [15] , we make some observations about the homogeneous property of the presentations and matrix presentations. Equivalent forms of matrices actually represent isomorphic presentations f f that admit commutative diagram, 
is a homogeneous change with gr(g 
}. Homogeneous basis changes always result into homogeneous bases.
Definition 16. Let [f ] be the matrix for presentation f :
We extend the notation of grading to every row r i and every column c j from the basis elements g i and s j they represent respectively, that is, gr(r i ) := gr(g i ) and gr(c j ) := gr(s j ). We define a partial order ≤ gr on rows {r i } by asserting r i ≤ gr r j iff gr(r i ) ≤ gr(r j ). Similarly, we define a partial order on columns {c j }. Furthermore, we have gr([f ] i,j ) = gr(c j ) − gr(r i ). We call such matrix presentation [f ] a homogeneous matrix presentation.
Observe that a homogeneous matrix presentation A = [f ] with some fixed homogeneous bases has all entries A i,j that are homogeneous. With the above definitions, we restate the diagonalization problem as follows:
Given an n × m homogeneous matrix presentation A = [f ] consisting of entries in k[t 1 , · · · , t d ] with grading on rows and columns, find a total diagonalization of A under the following admissible row and column operations:
• multiply a row or column by nonzero α ∈ k;
• for two rows r i , r j with r j ≤ gr r i , set r j ← r j + t u · r i where u = gr(r i ) − gr(r j )
• for two columns c i , c j with c i ≤ gr c j , set c j ← c j + t v · c i where v = gr(c j ) − gr(c i )
A homogeneous matrix remains so with the above operations. In fact, the values of the entries in the matrix are redundant under the homogeneous property gr(A i,j ) = gr(c j ) − gr(r i ). So, we can further simplify the matrix by replacing all the nonzero entries with 1. What really matters are the partial orders defined by the grading of rows and columns. So, we need to design an efficient algorithm for the following constrained matrix reduction problem.
Given a binary matrix A with a partial order on rows and columns, find a total diagonalization A * A with the following admissible operations:
• add r i to r j only if r j ≤ gr r i
• add c i to c j only if c i ≤ gr c j Note that the traditional matrix reduction problem is a special case when the partial orders are total orders. The result of total diagonalization in this case is in fact a diagonal matrix with all nonzero blocks being 1 × 1 minors. This is also the case for traditional 1-parameter persistence module. So our algorithm to solve total diagonalization problem can be viewed as a constrained version of the classical persistence algorithm.
Example 4.1. Consider Example 3.1. We can transform the presentation matrix to 0-1 matrix as follows: 
Total diagonalization algorithm
Assume that the grades of the columns of the input matrix A are all distinct. Without this assumption, the problem of total diagonalization becomes slightly more complicated. We plan to describe this extension in an extended version of this paper. We order the rows and columns of the matrix A according to any topological order with respect to the partial order on the grades, e.g., dictionary order. We fix the indices Row(A) = {1, 2, · · · , n} and Col(A) = {1, 2, · · · , m} according to this order. Next, we fix a linear order on the indices of A as follows: (A 1,n , A 2,n , . . . , A n,n , A 1,n−1 , A 2,n−1 , . . . ).
In what follows, whenever we need a linear order on entries in matrices of blocks, we use this fixed order without describing it again. For any column c j , let A ≤c j := A| C denote the left submatrix where C = (Row(A), { ∈ Col(A) | ≤ j}) and A <c j denote its stricter version obtained by removing column c j from A ≤c j . Our algorithm diagonalizes the submatrices A ≤c j incrementally while adding more columns from left to right. During the procedure, the current blocks B for the total diagonalization are updated. For two index blocks B 1 , B 2 ∈ B, we define merging B 1 ⊕ B 2 as an index block (Row(B 1 ) ∪ Row(B 2 ), Col(B 1 ) ∪ Col(B 2 )). In the following algorithm, we treat the given matrix A to be a global variable which can be visited and modified by every subroutines called.
Algorithm 1: TotDiagonalize(A)
Input: A = input matrix treated as a global variable whose columns and rows are totally ordered respecting a partial order given by the grading. Result: a total diagonalization A * and the set of index blocks B A * of A * 1 B ← {B i = ({i}, ∅) i∈Row(A) }; 2 for j ← 1 to |Col(A)| do The overall idea of this algorithm is as follows. We treat each new column c j as a new potential block B 0 = (∅, {j}) and determine if, for each k, the block with index (Row(B k ), {j}) can be zeroed out without changing the previous submatrix A <c j . This is equivalent to checking if the block with index B ≤j = (Row(B k ), { ∈ Col(A) − Col(B k ) | ≤ j}) can be zeroed out by the function BlockReduce (A, B, j) . If not, the current block containing column c j is merged with the block A| B k . In the algorithm, we pass B = (Row(B k ), Col(A) − Col(B k )) and j as parameters to BlockReduce instead of directly passing B ≤j .
The key to establishing the correctness of this algorithm is to show that merging the blocks incrementally ensures a total diagonalization. Furthermore, for each new column c j , it is enough to check each sub-column with indices (Row(B k ), {j}) independently resulting from the intersection of c j with the rows of each one of the previous blocks B k . 
First, consider the blocks on A 0 and A 1 . These two blocks are zeroed out in D * by a sequence of row and column operations denoted T A | A 0 ,A 1 above. All those column operations involved do not come from c j since c j gr c for any other columns c in A 0 and A 1 . This implies that after removing column operations to c j from T A | A 0 ,A 1 , the rest of the operations in T A | A 0 ,A 1 are still available to zero out blocks with index A 0 and A 1 . So L * and D * both have zeros everywhere on A 0 and A 1 , as indicated in A 1 and L 1 above. Furthermore, it implies that {B 0 , B 1 } is a diagonalization of L (might not be total), since by definition, all nonzero entries in a diagonalization like L * are in either B 0 or B 1 . So we continue to transform L 1 to L * through T L | B 0 followed by T L | B 1 . Note that these two sequences of operations consist of local operations within each block. That means, each operation from an index i to index j satisfies that i and j are both in either B 0 or B 1 . With all other entries outside B 0 and B 1 being zeros, all operations in T L | B 0 and T L | B 1 do not change anything in A 0 and A 1 . Furthermore, these operations are all available in A 1 since A 1 is an extension of L 1 . So, we can apply these two transformations to A 1 , which also do not change anything in A 0 and A 1 . Combining all these transformations consecutively, we get the following sequences of transformations from A to A * as we desired.
The proposition above justifies our strategy of maintaining a total diagonalization of A ≤c j for j = 1, 2, · · · incrementally: Assume a total diagonalization of a left submatrix A <c j has already been computed. To extend it to a total diagonalization of A ≤c j , it suffices to check independently if each index block of the new column corresponding to rows of each previous index block, that is, index blocks with index (Row(B i ), {j}) for each i can be zeroed out without changing the previous diagonalization. If not, the previous index block with index B i is merged with the index block containing the new column c j thus creating a larger index block in the new diagonalization. We initialize the algorithm with the trivial diagonalization for the empty left submatrix A <c 0 (a |Row(A)| × 0 matrix) with index blocks consisting of ({i}, ∅) for all i ∈ Row(A). Thus, we obtain the following corollary by induction on columns.
Corollary 18. At the end of each iteration j (including initialization j = 0), we have a total diagonalization of the left submatrix A ≤c j . Now the only thing left is to design the BlockReduce subroutine that takes an index block B of matrix A and determines if the block with index B can be zeroed out or not.
For a column c j , we use Low(c j ) to indicate the lowest row number such that c j has 1 in that row. Let Low(c j ) = −1 if c j is a zero column. We call a matrix A ∼ A lowest-conflict-free for A if for each row index i = Low(c j ) = −1 for some j, there is only one nonzero entry in r i (the one at column j). Notice that A is not necessarily unique. However, all the claims below do not depend on the choice of A . Then for each row index i = −1, we say Low −1 (i) is the unique j such that Low(c j ) = i if it exists. Otherwise, we let Low −1 (i) = −1. The following algorithm transforms a given source matrix A to a lowest-conflict-free matrix A , and then uses it to reduce a given column vector c so that the matrix [A | c] becomes lowest-conflict-free. We say this procedure reduces c with A. Note that this algorithm resolves lowest conflicts as in the traditional persistence algorithm. However, when we reduce the column c, we try to zero out all its entries rather than only the lowest one. The resulted column after the reduction will have no nonzero entries conflicting with any lowest ones in the source matrix. Now we describe the idea behind the routine BlockReduce. Given a block A| B of A with index B, we want to check if this block can be zeroed out in A, which means determining if there exists a sequence of admissible operations resulting in an equivalent matrix A ∼ A satisfying A | B = 0. This is done by the following linearization trick.
Linearization. The idea is that we can treat the target block as a single column by linearizing it according to the fixed order introduced in the beginning of this section. This column becomes our target column to reduce. Then, we simulate each admissible operation by the same linearization trick. For a matrix or a block A, let Lin(A) denote the column vector of dimension (|Col(A)| · |Row(A)|) × 1 obtained by ordering the entries of A in the fixed order on their indices. We also use Lin −1 (c) to denote the inverse procedure of the linearization which results in the matrix obtained by transforming a column vector c back to the original block.
Given a target block A| B , first we linearize it by computing Lin(A| B ). Next, for each admissible operation into the target block such as adding c i to c j where j is in B (denoted as c i → c j ), we consider a matrixÃ whose jth column is an exact copy of c i and all other entries are zero and linearize the blockÃ| B as Lin(Ã| B ). We do the same for admissible row operations into the target block as well. We collect linearized vectors from all such admissible operations and combine them horizontally to form a source matrix of dimension (|Col(B)| · |Row(B)|) × m where m is the total number of admissible operations. The source matrix thus created represents succinctly all admissible operations into the target block. To see if these operations can zero out the target column, it is now simply a matter of checking if the target column Lin(A| B ) can be reduced (to zero vector) by the source matrix. The following algorithm summarizes the above procedure. 
Efficient diagonalization
The algorithm TotDiagonalize diagonalizes the input matrix A by reducing one input block B at a time that is formed with the current column in the reduction process. Instead of processing one column at a time, one can imagine to reduce A by supplying the index block for the entire matrix A. Letting B A = Row(A) × Col(A), one can write the diagonalization algorithm as:
Algorithm 4: EffDiagonalize(A)
Input: A = input matrix to diagonalize. Result: A total diagonalization of A 1 BlockReduce(B A , +∞); // The third parameter can be any > |Col(A)| 2 return A We observe that this simple algorithm produces the same result as TotDiagonalize. First, notice that the procedure BlockReduce( B A , +∞) linearizes A into Lin(A). The fixed order for the linearization results in Lin(A) = (A 1,n , A 2,n , . . . , A n,n , A 1,n−1 , A 2,n−1 , . . . ) . Consider the last step in BlockReduce(B A , +∞), which is ColReduce(S, c = Lin(A)). With the chosen order for Lin(A), the steps from line 4 to 8 in ColReduce is equivalent to processing nonzero entries of A column by column from left to right and for each column trying to zero out each entry from bottom to top while preserving all entries before the current index in Lin(A). Observe that this procedure is similar to the procedure adopted by the original TotDiagonalize algorithm except that the original algorithm first divides the current column into several batches each corresponding to an existed block. Then, it reduces each batch by BlockReduce algorithm. But in fact, one observes that by the equivalence property of matrices, the order of dealing with those batches and entries of batches does not matter for the final diagonalization.
Notice that the entire source matrix built in EffDiagonalize consists of all admissible opreations in A. In TotDiagonalize, the source matrix and the lowest-conflict-free form built for each BlockReduce (B, j) consist of admissible operations restricted on the index block B ⊆ B A , which can be viewed as a restriction of the entire matrix built in EffDiagonalize for B A . So, all the admissible operations we need to zero out any block are contained in the source matrix built by EffDiagonalize. That indicates, any nonzero entries which can be reduced by the ColReduce in TotDiagonalize can also be reduced in ColReduce in EffDiagonalize, and vice versa.
From above arguments, we conclude these two algorithms are equivalent. Example 4.2 below illustrates the EffDiagonalize algorithm.
Time complexity. Let n be the size of the input filtration, that is, total number of simplices obtained by counting at most one new simplex at a grid point of Z d . Then, the presentation matrix has size O(n) × O(n). The linearization of such a matrix produces a matrix of size O(n 2 ) × O(n 2 ). The call to BlockReduce in EffDiagonalize produces a target vector of size O(n 2 ) and reduces it with a source matrix of size O(n 2 ) × O(n 2 ). This reduction can be done in O(n 2ω ) time where ω < 2.373 is the exponent for matrix multiplication. Now consider the time for computing the presentation matrix from the input filtration. We have three different cases as described before. For multi-parameter 0-dimensional homology, we do not need this extra step. We have already explained how to compute the generators of an appropriate module Z from which the presentation matrix can be computed straightforwardly in O(n 3 ) time. For 2-parameter, multi-dimensional case, we can compute a cycle basis for Z in O(n 3 ) time using the algorithm of Lesnick and Wright [35] . For d-parameter and multi-dimensional case, we need to use the algorithm in [43] which computes a Gröbner basis of a d-parameter persistence module in O(n d+1 ) time. Combining the cost for computing the presentation and the decomposition, our algorithm for producing a total decomposition of a persistence module input with a simplicial filtration runs in time:
• d-parameter and multi-dimensional case (general case): 
The lowest-conflict-free matrix obtained from S and the reduced v are shown below:
We can transform back the reduced target column vector easily to the original matrix:
This is a total diagonalizatin of A into two disjoint blocks. We can further transform it back to the original form of the matrix presentation
For 1-parameter persistence modules, the traditional persistence algorithm computes a complete invariant called persistence diagram [25] which also has an alternative representation called barcodes [15] . As a generalization of the traditional persistence algorithm, it is expected that the result of our algorithm should also lead to similar invariants. We propose two interpretations of our result as two different invariants, persistent graded betti numbers as a generalization of persistence diagrams and blockcodes as a generalization of barcodes. The persistent graded betti numbers can be viewed as a refinement of graded betti numbers studied in commutative algebra, which is first introduced in TDA by Lesnick [33] . The refinement is obtained by the total decomposition of a module. The formal definitions are given in Appendix A. Here we illustrate the concepts with an example. Consider the grades of each row and column in an index block B = (Row(B), Col(B)). We obtain the pair gr(B) = (gr(Row(B)), gr(Col(B))). Consider Example 4.1; we have: 
One important attribute of a persistence module M is the collection of dimensions of the vector spaces over all grades, which defines the so called dimension function [24] also known as the Hilbert function [35] of M . In our context, it is precisely defined as dmM : 
In general, the set of dimension functions of indecomposable summands results in an invariant which we call the blockcode of M . We can visualize it as Figure 5 illustrates.
Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we propose an algorithm that generalizes the traditional persistence algorithm to the general case of multi-parameter persistence. Even if its utility was clear, its design was illusive r which are drawn as a blue dot and a red dot respectively. They are merged at (1, 1) by the red edge e r . In the right picture, M 2 is generated by v
b which is represented by the combination of the green circle and the blue circle together at (1, 1) . After this point (1, 1), the generator is mod out to be zero by relation of e b starting at (1, 2), represented by the blue dashed line segment, and by relation of e g + t (1, 0) e r starting at (2, 1), represented by the green dashed line segment connected with the red dashed line segment.
till today. The results of this algorithm are interpreted as invariants we call persistent graded betti numbers and blockcode, which can be viewed as generalizations of the persistent diagram and the barcode computed with traditional persistence algorithm. Specially, our algorithm can be applied to determine whether a persistence module is interval decomposable or block decomposable, which plays important roles in the computation of bottleneck distances and interleaving distances in multi-parameter cases [1, 7, 8, 24] .
We think these two invariants are interesting summaries containing rich information from the multi-parameter persistence modules. An interesting question to ask is that, what kind of new meaningful pseudo-metrics on the space of persistence modules can be constructed and computed based on these invariants, and what are the relations between the new pseudo-metrics and the existing pseudo-metrics like interleaving distance, bottleneck distance, multi-matching distance, and so on? How stable will these pseudo-metrics be?
The time complexity of our algorithm is more than O(n 4 ). An interesting question is if one can apply approximation techniques such as those in [23, 41] to design an approximation algorithm with time complexity o(n 4 ). We also believe that most of the techniques for speeding up computation in the traditional persistence algorithm, like those in [5, 6] , can be applied to our algorithm. This unique free resolution can be determined by the following construction [9, 40] , · · · , e gr(sm) m of F 1 . The homogeneous R-map f 1 : F 1 → F 0 is determined by f 0 (e j ) = s j .
The above procedure in fact constructs a minimal presentation of M . By repeating this procedure for S 2 = ker f 1 and keep going backward further, one gets a graded free resolution of M .
From this construction, it is not hard to see that this unique free resolution is a minimal one in the sense that each free module F j has smallest possible size of basis.
Then, for this unique free resolution, for each j, we can write Note that the graded betti number of a module is uniquely determined by the unique minimal free resolution. On the other hand, if a free resolution G → M with G j Proof. G ⊕ H → M is a free resolution. We need to show it is a minimal free resolution. By previous argument, we just need to show that the graded betti numbers of G ⊕ H → M 1 ⊕ M 2 coincide with graded betti numbers of F → M . This is true by the previous fact.
Note that the free resolution is an extension of free presentation. The later one is just the first two terms after M in the resolution. So the above proposition applies to free presentation, which immediately results into Lemma 11.
One way to summarize the information of graded betti numbers is to use the Hilbert function, which is also called dimension function [24] in TDA defined as: By applying the decomposition of M M i , we can refine the graded betti numbers and dimension functions correspondingly in an obvious way. That is, we have for each indecomposable M i , the graded betti numbers β M i = {β M i j,u | j ∈ N, u ∈ Z d } and dimension function dmM i . We call the set PB(M ) := {β M i } persistent graded betti numbers of M , and the set of dimension functions B dm (M ) := {dmM i } the blockcode of M . In Example 3.1, the persistent graded betti numbers are given in two tables listed in Table 2 .
Remark 26. The blockcode can be viewed as a generalization of barcode in traditional persistence modules. The persistent betti numbers can be viewed as a generalization of persistent diagram of traditional persistence modules. In traditional cases, these two are equivalent, which means they encode the same information of persistence module. In fact, they both encode complete information of persistence modules. However, in multi-parameter cases, the persistent betti numbers encodes richer information than blockcode in general.
Interestingly, for interval decomposable modules which can be decomposed as a direct sum of interval modules, the persistent betti numbers are equivalent to blockcode.
